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Water is one of Florida's most * SURFACE WATER

valuable resources. Each year > GROUND WATER 1574

millions of residents and tourists 1423
enjoy the recreational opportunities
and esthetics afforded by thousands " . 1184

of miles of ocean and marine n/
waterways along the coasts. 10ooo00
Though scenic and plentiful, this j
water cannot be used for drinking, 643

irrigation, or industrial supply, z
because of its salt content. Fresh
water supplies come from extensive _ 290/

beds of porous rock beneath the 138 177

ground called aquifers and from 20 67

fresh water lakes, streams and 0
reservoirs. Figure 1 summarizes the RURAL INDUSTRIAL PUBLIC THERMO- IRRIGATION

SUPPLY ELECTRIC
status of Florida's fresh water

sources and uses in 1980. As this Figure 1. Florida's water uses and sources - 1980 [7].sources and uses in 1980. As this
figure illustrates, over 50% of the
total fresh water used in Florida
comes from groundwater, and over
90% of the public rely on groundwa-
ter supplies for their drinking _ _._//

water. Thus groundwater is a [ . W -- WINDS
particularly important resource for

this state. ~/ 1PR I IT 10 sOLAR RA IA IoN

Of all the fresh water withdrawn U////F/ EVAPOTRANSPIRTION/ / \
in Florida, only about one-third is l /N O
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consumptively used, i.e. consumed WATERA LEA KV )S I N

by evaporation, transpiration or POTENTRMETLAK EVAPORATION

production processes. The remain- -- 'STREAM EVAPORATION

ing two-thirds are returned to the / ' /
environment, either to surface CONFINING B ED GULF OF M

*_ . . . ,7 ,-'-' , .. a GROUND A -'_
streams or to aquifers. Because FLORN AQUIFER, '" I ''-

iwater comes into contact with a / / /
variety of heavy metals, organic / l I / l 7 // I

chemicals, pesticides and fertilizers Figure 2. The hydrologic cycle [6].

during its use, the quality of the
water which is returning to the hydrologic cycle for a generalized on the land surface, as overland
environment has become a wide- Florida setting. Inflow to the flow to tributary channels, and b)
spread concern. hydrologic system arrives as pre- subsurface flow routes, as interflc

cipitation, primarily in the form of and baseflow following infiltration
G ro\\un date r aSn^ d "rainfall in Florida. Outflow takes into the soil.

place as streamflow (or runoff), asthe hydrologic evapotranspiration (a combination Between te land surface and tl nt:I nV UrI U lU 1 A, evapotranspiration (a combinationS - r .w 1 w. p groundwater table is the unsatur-
f AID^\f\ 0of evaporation from open bodies of gcyclwater, evapor n fm sl s- ated, or vadose zone, where bothwater, evaporation from soil sand air occur in the soil

The----- cotnuu crultono ii'h lnf) nl v , . p. o water and air occur in the soil
faces and transpiration from the

The continuous circulation of pores. In the flatwoods soils ofThe continuous circulation of soil by plants), and outflow from the p or I n the unsatua ted zone is
water from land and sea to thegroundwater flow system (to wells,unsaturated zone
atmosphere and back again is called rivers, springs or oceans). Precipi- typically small. It may occupy the
the hydrologic cycle. Figure 2 station is delivered to streams both first 10 to 40 inches below the
provides a schematic diagram of the ground surface in the dry season,
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